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Photocurrent atid excess current noise in a quantum well infrared photodetector are considered using 
a drift-diffusion mod&l of charge carrier transport; The effect of quantum well recharge under’ the 
influence of the nonuniform generated charge carriers is addre&ed. The recharging effect drastically 
changes the dependency of both photoconductive gain and excess current noise gain upon detector 
parameters. We have found that for uniform generation, both gains coincide. For nonuniform 
generation, noise gain is essentially different from photoconductive gain. This distinction is of the 
order of 100% for the real device parameters. The existing discrepancy in formulae for 
photoconductive gain and excess kurrent noise derived in different models, which implicitly 
assumed drift transport of electrons, is cleared up. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Quantum well infrared photodetectors (QWIPs) based on 
optical transitions between bound and extended states are 
analogous to some extent to the extrinsic bulk photoconduc- 
tive detectors. The photoconductiire gain G, is determined 
by an equation for photocurrent Ip 

where e is the electron charge, @‘s is the signal optical flux, 
and 77 is the quantum efficiency of photoabsorption. 

The experimental method usually employed to obtain the 
value of photoconductive gain relies on current noise niea- 
surements. The generation-recombination (g-r) noise domi- 
nates over other sources of noise in QWJPs. Generation- 
recombination noise in the $dtoconductive detector is 
described by an equation for excess noise current 

z, = J-f) 

where Z, is the mean square root noise current, G, is the 
noise gain, I is the total current, and Af is the measurement 
frequency bandwidth. It is usually assumed that both gains 
are equal G,= G, .lz2 

The origin of the photoconductive gain for QWIPs was 
considered in a number of works.3-g The consideration in 
Refs. 3 and 4 is based on analogy, with conventional photo- 
conductive detectors by using the drift model of current 
transport. The gain calculations perfoi+med in Refs. 5-7 are 
based on the electron flow balance equations considered for 
each of the quantum wells. Some differences exist in equa- 
tions for G, obtained by this method.5-7 The origin of these 
distinctions has been clarified in Ref. 8. Excess current noise 
gain in QWIPs has been considered in Refs. 7 and 9. A drift 
model of carrier transport was implicitly assumed in calcu- 
lations of both gains in Refs. 5-7 and Ref. 9. 
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What all of these approaches have in common is that 
they are based on consideration of uniform generation of 
excess charge carriers. It is known that QWIPs are operating 
in .or near the background limited infrared performance 
(BLIP). In BLIP, both dark and signal charge carriers are 
produced by absorbing either infrared background or signal 
radiation. For an optimally designed photodetector with good 
absorption efficiency (aL- 1 j and a steep profile of gener- 
ated charge carriers, the condition of uniform generation is 
no longer valid (here, cy is the coefficient of photoabsorption 
and L is the detector active area length). From continuity of 
current, it follows that the electric field should be increased if 
electron concentration decreases in the barrier region. In this 
manner, the nonuniformity of generated charged carriers will 
induce a built-in electric field. The Debye length of free 
charge carriers in QWIPs exceeds the photodetector active 
layer length. What this means is that built-in electric field 
will be produced by the charges accumulated in the wells. 
Charging of quantum wells will change the electric fields in 
adjacent barriers by a constant value depending upon a mag- 
nitude of charge in the wells. The built-in electric field influ- 
ences transport of photoelectrons and causes difference in 
both photoconductive and noise gains as compared to the 
case of uniformly generated charge carriers. The nonunifor- 
mity in generation can be caused by different reasons. In this 
article, we will consider the nonuniform generation due to 
attenuation of radiation flux in the direction of the radiation 
propagation. The concept of the built-in electric field due to 
nonuniformity of generated carriers can be applied to the 
both n- and p-type QWIPs based on both intersubband and 
bound-to-extended state transitions. In this article, we will 
also-refer mainly to the n-type of QWIE’ with photoelectrons 
generated from the single subband into the extended states 
over the barriers.. 

As far as we know, the influence of the nonuniform light 
absorption on photoconductive and noise gain was consid- 
ered only in Ref. 10 for conventional bulk semiconductors. 
Despite some similarity, QWIPs are different from extrinsic 
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bulk photodetectors in that the regions of generation- 
recombination (quantum wells) are separated from the re- 
gions where transport of excess charge carriers occurs (i.e., 
barriers). Thus, results obtained in Ref. 10 cannot be directly 
applied to QWIPs. 

In this article, we will consider multiple quantum well 
structures with sufficiently thick barriers, so thick that cur- 
rent transport occurs via extended states over the barriers. 
For that reason we will neglect tunneling processes including 
sequential tunneling, which is another cause of charge and 
electric field redistribution in QWIPS.‘~ We will consider the 
photoconductive detector with ideal ohmic contacts and will 
concentrate on the recharging processes which occur in the 
bulk of the detector, i.e., in quantum wells. 

II. PHOTOCONDUCTIVE GAIN FOR NONUNIFORM 
PHOTOGENERATION 

Our consideration will be essentially based on a drift- 
diffusion model of charge carrier transport in QWIPs. 

Photocurrent will be examined first. We consider N 
quantum wells separated by barriers with spatial period 2. 
The equations for photocurrent are 

f div j=5 {gi--[n(x)--aa]S}S[x-xi), (1) 
I=1 

dn 
j,=-enpE,-eD dx, 

where j, is the xth component of the electron current density 
vector ,j =(jX ,O,O), rz is the volume density of electrons in 
extended states, n,, is the equilibrium density, S is the rate of 
capture of electrons into confined states, S(x) is the delta- 
function, E, is the x-component of the external electric field, 
and ,!A and D are the electron mobility and diffusion coeffi- 
cient, respectively. Value of S can be expressed via lifetime r 
of nonequilibrium electrons in extended states:3’4 S = llr. 

It is worthwhile to note that characteristic velocity S acts 
as recombination velocity for charge carriers in the problem 
under consideration. The recombination velocity S is related 
to the probability of capture pc into the quantum well for 
electrons moving with a drift velocity along quantum well 
structure axis. The value of pc is traditionally used in phe- 
nomenological consideration of the carrier transport in 
QWIPs.” The subsequent relation between S and pc reads as 

s 
pC=s+u,’ 

where ud is the drift velocity. We have to emphasize that in 
the drift-diffusion model, as well as in the pure drift model, 
the distribution function of electrons is rather symmetrical 
over the directions of electron’s velocities. Under this condi- 
tion, a drift velocity is small in comparison with thermal 
velocity of electrons and a real probability of capture elec- 
trons passing over the quantum well does not coincide with 
the value of pc defined as capture probability for electron 
moving with drift velocity in normal to quantum well layer 
direction. Ignoring this difference may result in errors espe- 
cially in consideration of problems related to noise. It should 

be also noted that value of pc does not participate directly in 
the transport or continuity equations deduced from the ki- 
netic equation. Thus, the value of pc, although it may be 
useful in treating the finalresult for photocurrent, seems to 
cause misuse in considerations based on the assumption of 
pc as a net rate of captures of charge carriers in the quantum 
wells. 

It follows from Eq. (2) that current density in each bar- 
rier does not depend on coordinate x. In a steady state, con- 
servation of the current densities in different barriers should 
be taken into consideration. After integration of Eq. (4) over 
a slab which includes the ith quantum well we obtain 

ji+l-ji=egi-e(ni-nojS=O, (3) 
where ji is the xth component of current density in the ith 
barrier which separates the (i+ 1)th and ith quantum well. 

In this article, we will consider high photogeneration 
rates which appIy to BLIP, i.e., giZ+neS and ni=gJS. Con- 
sidering Eq. (2) as a differential equation for concentration of 
electrons with boundary conditions on n(x) imposed by Eq. 
(3), we obtain the formula for current density in ith barrier 
after the integration of Eq. (2): 

1 k*-gi+*jui 

eji=?+S{exp[Z/l,(E)]-1)’ (4) 

where ui= /.LEi, Ei is the electric field in ith barrier, and 
Zi(E)=Dl~Ei=kTleEi. The first addendum in Eq. (4) is 
the drift component of the current density, while the second 
is the diffusion component. The rate of photogeneration g, 
equals 

gi=*iBO7 

where pi is the photon flux at X=Xi , and 170 is the quantum 
efficiency of photoabsorption of the single quantum well: 
r%= az.‘O 

The diffusion component in Eq. (4) is comparable to its 
drift counterpart under condition 

kTvo E<E,=- el - lO(V/cm). 

In what follows, we will consider E>Edif, when trans- 
port can be viewed as a drift motion of electrons. The pho- 
toconductive gain, according to definition, equals 

+-&. 
0 i 1 r 

(5) 

Equaling current densities in two barrier regions adja- 
cent to the ith quantum well, we obtain a recursion equation 
for electric fields in the ith and (i + 1)th barrier layers 

uigi=“i+lg~+l 9 

or 

E 

In the presence of the nonuniform absorption 
(gi#gi+ i), the electric fields in different barriers are differ- 
ent. The Debye length of electrons in QWIPs is large in 
comparison with the active layer thickness, so quantum wells 
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are charging until the continuity of the photocurrent is 
satisfied. If the quantum well structure is illuminated from 
the cathode side then gi+ r Cgi , and consequently, Ei+ I> El. 
Under this condition, quantum welis are charged by negative 
charge. The negative charge of the ith well equals 

where E is the dielectric permittivity of the barrier. By choos- 
ing illumination from anode side, we obtain that the electric 
field in barriers is increased in the direction from anode to 
cathode. In this case, quantum wells are charged positively 
with amount of charge N:, which can be determined in full 
analogy with the above equation for N; . Except electric held 
distribution all other values we consider here are not depend- 
able upon direction of the radiation propagation. Average 
electric field (E) in the detector active region equals 

(E)+ i &$ 
i=l i=l 

After some simple algebra we obtain Ill. GENERATION-RECOMBINATION NOISE 

G,=GoK, (6) 

where Ga is the gain for a detector under uniform electric 
field E=(E) 

We consider the Langeven-type equation for fluctuations 
in drift approximation. The equation for low-frequency fluc- 
tuations averaged over the coordinates of the points in the 
plane perpendicular to the superlattice axis is formulated as 

1 dcTj, N 0 - 
e --&=z [-Sn(x)S+Sgi-Sri]S(X-?Ci), (9) 

f=I 
(4 Go==, 

and 

1 
K= (l/N)zf=tgi( lIN)SEtg;’ * 

Here (u) is the low-field drift velocity of electron in uniform 
electric field, which is equal to average electric field in the 
detector active area (u ) = ZJ( E) . 

The equation for Go can be rewritten in terms of capture 
probability pc . By using the earlier deduced relation between 
S mdp,, we obtain equation 

In general, KG 1. For uniform generation, we obtain 
K= 1 and G, = Go. Analytical formulas for the photocon- 
ductive gain under nonuniform photoabsorption can be ob- 
tained in simple cases. For a detector without a back reflect- 
ing mirror (one-pass of the radiation flux), we obtain 
Si’@‘oC 1 - To) i-L ~c, where photon flux @e entering the 
first (i = 1) quantum well can be expressed through external 
flux QS. For the radiation introduction method which em- 
ploys a prism with angle 0, we have a correspondence 
Qo= ( l/2) QD, sin’ 0.” Quantum efficiency for one-pass 
equals 

XzJ-lgi 1 8’ - = 
a’s 

5 [ 1 - ( 1 - vcJN]sin2 0. 

The photoconductive gain for a detector in one-pass ge- 
ometry equals 

G,=2Go 
N2d 

( 1 - d{cosh[N M 1 - vo)l - 1) ' (81 

For poNe 1, we get G,= G,, and for voN+ 1 we obtain 

G,=GdNnJ2 exp(- ~90. 
Numerical calculations for a structure containing N= 50 

quantum wells produce K=0.92 for gcN= 1 (17~0.16) and 
K = 0.72 for veN= 2 (17~0.22) in one-pass geometry. Cor- 
responding numbers for QWIP with a back reflecting mirror 
(double-pass) are K=0.98. and K=0.84. As for quantum 
efficiency of photoabsorption in double-pass, it is equal. to 

1 
v= 2 [ 1 - (1 - va)2N]sin” 0. 

We estimate that for 6=45”, quantum efficiency of photoab- 
sorption is equal to 7~0.22 for voN=l and 77-0.24 for 
voN=2. 

where the x-component of the averaged in-plane current den- 
sity fluctuation equals 

Sj,(x)=Sji=e~EiSni+e~cLniSE(x); XidXGXi+1. 
(10) 

Here, Sgi and Sri are the Langeven sources for fluctuation of 
the generation and recombination rates, SE(x) is the fluctua- 
tion parallel to the structure axis component of electric field 
in the barrier region, and ani= &z(q). Estimation shows that 
the electric field induced by free electrons over the barriers 
can be neglected due to large Debye length 1, , which is of 
the order ID= 10 pm for typical doping concentrations 
ND- 1018 cmm3 and N= 50. In this case, SE(x) = 6E, for 
Xi~X~Xi+ 1. 

For stationary fluctuations, we have an equality 

Sni=( Sgi- SrijS-‘a 
After integration of Eq. (10) over the Xi-i <x<Xi+ t, we 

obtain 

Sji-Sji_1=-S6ni+Sgi-Sri=O; i=1,2,...,N. 
(11) 

The electric field fluctuation in the ith barrier, which we 
determine from Eqs. (10) and (ll), equals 

SE,= 
Sj-epEi&i 

c?pni ’ 02) 

where we used designation 8j = Sji . Imposing a condition of 
stabilized bias voltage across a sample 
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~ SEi=O, 
i=l 

F=(l-170)2N[(1-170)-3N-11 
3r1-w77dNl . 07) 

we obtain Sj after integration of Eq. (12) along a QW active 
length 

6i=efJ 
S~==1Eini’Sni 

q,/.$ * (13) 

General approach to evaluation of correlation functions 
of noise sources Sgi and Sri is developed in Ref. 11 for a 
spatially homogeneous system with single recombination 
time r. For processes concentrated in very narrow well re- 
gions, we follow Ref. 12 and express the correlation func- 
tions via recombination velocity S and concentration of free 
electrons Izi over wells 

where A is the detector cross-section square, and 
rQ=gis- + no. Mean square current noise in the frequency 
bandwidth Af equals 

(SZ2)=(Sj2)JsAf. 

Finally, we obtain equation 

(14 

lsz21,4 (epj2A %=&ii 
S (Xf!-,n~‘)2 Af* (15) 

For the uniform thermal generation ni=ng, we obtain from 
Eq. (15) 

(SZ2)=4eG0ZTAf, 

where I,= e( u)nd is the dark thermal current. Thus, in this 
case photoconductive and noise gains coincide: 
G,= G,= Ga . Equation (15) presents typical for g-r noise 
dependence ( SZ”) 0~ 1s~ E’. 

It is worthwhile to make some remarks about 
discussed in Ref. 7 relation of g-r current noise to the short 
noise current. It has been shown by Van Vliet in Ref. 13 that 
the short noise is actually a transport related noise and is 
associated with extraction of charge carriers from the active 
volume of a device. The characteristic frequency for this 
process is determined by the drift transport across the active 
region, i.e., (v)lZN- ( lo- 100) GHz. Thus, low-frequency 
g-r noise considered here is not related to the short noise. 

For high level photogeneration by using the relation be- 
tween Ei and (E) 

Ei= w 
gi(llN)Zk,&’ 

obtain the equation for excess current noise 
yiZ2) =4eZG,Af, where 

G,=G,F; F= 
z;lgizpL,gy3 

ccjt ,g;‘)2 . (16) 

Excess factor F is equal to the ratio of G, and G, . Generally 
F> 1. For one-pass geometry ( vOe l), we obtain 

In this case, we estimate F= 1 for vcN=S 1, and 

F= 
exp( TON! 

3 

for vaNS1. 
The nonuniformity in photogeneration influences noise 

gain more than photoconductive gain. This is evident after 
comparison of the subsequent equations for both gains. Nu- 
merical calculations performed for the structure with N = 5 0 
wells show that F= 1.72 for vaN= 1 and F=3.23 for 
?,+,N=2 in one-pass geometry. The corresponding numbers 
for double-pass geometry are F= 1.45 and F=2.90. 

IV. CONCLUSIONS 

We calculated the photoconductive gain G, and excess 
current noise gain G, of QW detector. A model of drift trans- 
port, which was implicitly included in all previously treated 
models of QWIPs, has been used in our calculations. We 
proved that both quantities are dependent upon attenuation of 
the optical or background radiation flux. Coincidence be- 
tween both gains exists only for uniform generation. Under 
nonuniform generation, there is a significant difference be- 
tween both gains. Generally, the noise gain is greater than the 
photoconductive gain. For reasonable parameters of QWIPs 
photoabsorption efficiency, the distinction between photo- 
conductive and noise gain amounts to as much as 100%. The 
nonuniformity of steady concentration of the photogenerated 
electrons from well to well accompanied with electric field 
changes in order to maintain the continuity of the steady 
current is the reason why both gains are different from their 
values characteristic of uniform generation. We have consid- 
ered the nonuniform generation due to infrared flux attenua- 
tion only not going into other reasons for nonuniform gen- 
eration. We have restricted ourselves to the pure BLIP case. 
The intermediate solutions should be realized in mixed situ- 
ations when the thermogeneration and photogeneration rates 
are comparable. 

We proved that weak electric field domains occur in 
QWJPs in the ohmic region of current-voltage characteris- 
tics. We considered structures with wide barriers when tun- 
neling current can be neglected. Unlike strong electric field 
domains caused by quantum well levels adjustments due to 
sequential resonant tunneling, the phenomenon we investi- 
gated is not accompanied by instabilities in current. The elec- 
tric field redistribution considered in the present article influ- 
ences mainly a signal-to-noise ratio. 
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